Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Cluster analysis is a popular method for exploring patterns in complex populations. It allows researchers to identify homogeneous "clusters", that is, heterogeneous groups consisting of homogeneous elements. Developed in the 1930s (Tyron 1939) , cluster analysis has diffused quite successfully in marketing and management, as researchers in these areas often deal with large and complex populations such as customers, markets, employees, etc. Aldenderfer and Blashfield (1978) reported that the quantity of literature on cluster analysis doubles every three years, and the number of academic publications devoted to or applying clustering methods is still growing in marketing and management alike (see Appendix).
In marketing, the popularity of cluster analysis is closely linked to the market segmentation approach (Steenkamp and Hofstede 2002) , although alternative methods such as mixture models (Wedel and Kamakura 1998) and artificial neural networks (Boone and Roehm 2002) are seeing increased emphasis in that area. Since the seminal article by Smith (1956) , market segmentation has been understood as the attempt to distinguish "homogeneous groups of customers who can be targeted in the same manner because they have similar needs and preferences" (Wedel and Kamakura 2002, p.181) . This rationale can be considered one of the most powerful and popular marketing concepts; it is described in almost every textbook and is applied excessively in practice (Babinec 2002; Ketchen and Shook 1996 ).
Yet, Dibb and Stern (1995) point out that practitioners need to pay attention whether or not the results of segmentations are mere artefacts of the data structure. Managers might even not be able to distinguish segmentation based on real or random data (Bottomley and Nairn 2004) . Clusters have been termed "convenient fictions" (Babinec 2002 ), a term which refers to the fact that in marketing there are usually no "natural" groupings and some information is inevitably lost when objects are grouped. The remaining within-cluster heterogeneity serves as a measure of this loss. Information loss is not a problem per se, but it can result in wrong conclusions, particularly when the analyst is not aware of this loss. For this reason, it is common practice to indicate measures such as standard deviation when arithmetic means are provided.
In market segmentation, high remaining within-cluster heterogeneity might lead to segment-specific products, advertising strategies, or other marketing activities which are not actually responsive to the individual customers' characteristics (Von Hippel 2005) .
For a long time, the remaining heterogeneity of segment preferences has been treated rather as a "statistical nuisance parameter problem which must be addressed but not emphasized" (Allenby and Rossi 1999, p.58) . One clear reason for this was, of course, that neither production nor communication technology made it possible to serve many market segments or even "segments of one" in an economical manner. Or, as Babinec (2002) portrays this habit: "The market researcher might try all cluster solutions from (…) two to ten, on the thought that two are too few and (…) ten target markets are too many to administer." However, the advent of the internet and flexible production technologies have facilitated new forms of producer-customer interaction in product development (Dahan and Hauser 2002; Franke and von Hippel 2003; Randall et al. 2007; Sharma and Shetz 2004) . It is now possible to address individual preferences and provide "mass-customised" products at costs comparable to those of mass-market products. Accordingly, attention has turned toward remaining within-cluster heterogeneity and the question of how closely market segments reflect the "true" heterogeneity of demand (Wedel and Kamakura 2002) . In an empirical analysis of three different preference data sets, Allenby et al. (1998) , for example, warned that only solutions of "many segments, perhaps a hundred or more" (p.388) would preclude arbitrary and incorrect interpretations.
We contribute to this line of research by analysing the remaining within-cluster heterogeneity in a meta-analysis of cluster solutions published in marketing and management journals. Furthermore, we define an index of clustering appropriateness, which relates the remaining heterogeneity of empirical data to the explanation of random heterogeneity.
Applying this measure to the studies of the meta-analysis gives rise to a classification scheme depicting acceptable levels of remaining within-cluster heterogeneity for future market segmentation studies and applications of cluster analysis in general.
The main findings of our meta-analysis of cluster solutions are that (1) information on remaining within-cluster heterogeneity is hardly published, (2) remaining within-cluster heterogeneity is relatively high, with an average level of 39%, and (3) it is significantly impacted by study characteristics such as the number of elements to be grouped, the number of clusters formed, and the number of variables involved in the clustering process.
We draw the conclusion that remaining within-cluster heterogeneity constitutes a potentially problematic "dark side" of clustering methods. If the level of remaining withincluster heterogeneity is disregarded and in fact a high degree of internal heterogeneity remains, decisions based on the implicit assumption that clusters are homogeneous entities might be flawed (Barney and Hoskisson 1990) . We suggest providing information on this issue as a standard indication in every application of cluster analysis. Whenever objects are bundled into clusters, it is important to be aware of remaining within-cluster heterogeneity.
The article is organised as follows: we first present the methodological background and the method applied in our meta-analysis. We then report and discuss the findings of our literature survey, define the Index of Clustering Appropriateness, and conduct a simulation study to compare remaining heterogeneity in empirical and simulated settings. We close with a discussion of the contribution, implications, and limitations.
LITERATURE REVIEW AND METHODOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

Cluster Analysis
The principal objective of cluster analysis is to reduce complexity in a data set by grouping similar elements and thus producing a classification (Everitt 1993) . Cluster analysis is a post hoc descriptive segmentation method (Wedel and Kamakura 1998) : the segments are determined in the course of data analysis, and no dependencies between the variables involved are specified. Clustering methods are generally split up into three groups: Nonoverlapping methods, overlapping methods, and fuzzy algorithms. In a non-overlapping solution, each element to be grouped belongs to a single segment only, whereas an object in an overlapping solution may belong to more than one cluster. Non-overlapping and overlapping methods specify hard membership or non-membership for each element. In contrast, fuzzy solutions assign each object a degree of membership in a segment.
Cluster analysis usually consists of two steps. First, the calculation of a proximity measure reflects the pairwise similarities or dissimilarities between the elements to be classified. Second, the clustering process itself groups the objects under investigation into homogeneous subsets according to a specific mathematical algorithm. The aim is to find clusters of elements which are as homogeneous as possible, while objects in different clusters should be as heterogeneous as possible. Clearly, a good cluster solution should result in high variability between groups and low variability within groups. Then a great deal of observed total variation in the data can be explained by the cluster solution. As Moutinho (2000, p.112) emphasises, "the overall effectiveness of clustering is determined by comparing the sum of the within-cluster variances with the original total variance", thereby linking the idea of clustering effectiveness to quantifiable measures.
As a caveat in cluster analysis, both literature geared at practitioners as well as methodological publications warn that clustering methods will identify a solution, no matter if relevant patterns exist in the data or not (Blashfield et al. 1990, p.258; Hair et al. 2006 ). Lilien and Rangaswamy (2003) even state pointedly: "Are there really no clusters? Do not overlook this possibility".
Deciding on the Number of Clusters
If the number of groups is not already determined prior to the analysis, establishing the number of classes is an important stage in the clustering procedure. This decision is often based on a trade-off between goodness-of-fit, interpretability, and parsimony (Srivastava et al. 1984) . Parsimony (i.e., a smaller number of clusters) obviously has the consequence of higher remaining within-cluster heterogeneity.
Although no objective standard procedures exist for determining the number of clusters (Hair et al. 2006) , several stopping rules have been developed that take the remaining within-cluster heterogeneity into account. In principle, these approaches can be split up into measures of heterogeneity change and direct measures of heterogeneity.
Probably the most common measure of heterogeneity change in the widespread method of hierarchical cluster analysis involves visually (as discussed in detail by, e.g., Myers 1996) , or analytically inspecting the sum of squared errors, which naturally increases with each clustering step in an agglomerative procedure. A sudden "elbow" or incremental change indicates that the respective number of clusters is appropriate at this point. This method has been criticised for sometimes yielding ambiguous results (Aldenderfer and Blashfield 1984) , which might be (mis-) interpreted in line with the a-priori expectations of the researcher (Everitt 1993) . Furthermore, it might lead to solutions with an extremely high level of remaining within-cluster heterogeneity. Direct measures of heterogeneity (e.g., the Davies-Bouldin Index, 1979; Dunn's Index, 1974; and Sarle's Cubic Clustering Criterion, 1983) partially address this concern by taking into account both within-and between-cluster heterogeneity (Von Hippel 2005) . These measures are seldom used in empirical work. For example, in a meta-analysis of 45 strategic management studies, Ketchen and Shook (1996) find that only five studies use the Cubic Clustering Criterion to determine the number of segments.
An extensive Monte Carlo evaluation of 30 stopping rules to determine the number of clusters is provided by Milligan and Cooper (1985) . They found that the procedures perform very differently in detecting the true cluster structure, and they urge applied researchers to select one or more of the better criteria (e.g., the Calinksi and Harabasz Index, 1974) .
Goodness-of-Fit of a Cluster Solution
A high goodness-of-fit of the cluster solution was identified as one criterion in the trade-off for determining the number of clusters. In order to assess goodness-of-fit, a common approach is to define a measure along the lines of the coefficient of determination (R²) in multiple regression analysis. This measure reflects the variation explained by the cluster solution relative to the total variation in the similarities or dissimilarities observed. Because The value of RS ranges from 0 to 1, with 0 indicating no differences between groups and 1 indicating the maximum difference between groups (Sharma 1996) . Our focus of interest, however, is the remaining within-cluster heterogeneity, SSW, and the remaining error ratio, SSW/SST, which divides the remaining within-cluster heterogeneity by the total sum of squares. This normalisation allows us to compare the remaining within-cluster heterogeneity across different studies because the remaining error ratio (like RS) ranges from 0 to 1, with 0 indicating the maximum difference among groups and 1 indicating no differences among groups.
Factors Impacting Remaining Heterogeneity
Naturally, one key factor which impacts remaining heterogeneity is the actual heterogeneity of the raw data analysed. If the data does not have a tendency to group, cluster analysis will not succeed in providing homogeneous clusters (Andrews' curves, 1972 , a multivariate descriptive technique to simultaneously visualise all dimensions of multivariate data, are a way of assessing the homogeneity of the elements forming a cluster; an example is provided in Morgan 1981) . Unfortunately, the principal tendency to group cannot be studied empirically among a cross-section of cluster solutions, as the raw data analysed is generally not published. Therefore, we focus on the decisions of the researcher and study characteristics which might influence the remaining heterogeneity of the cluster solution. For this purpose, it is helpful to differentiate between the absolute measure (remaining withincluster heterogeneity) and the relative measure (remaining error ratio).
The magnitude of the absolute remaining within-cluster heterogeneity of a given individual cluster analysis depends on several factors related to study design: (1) a larger number of objects to be grouped, (2) a larger number of variables used to describe the objects, and (3) a smaller number of resulting clusters chosen each goes along with a monotonically increasing level of remaining within-cluster heterogeneity. This is so because (1) and (2) add heterogeneity to the data, and (3) forces the heterogeneity input into more simplifying structures.
For the relative measure (remaining error ratio), these relationships are not so obvious. Only the number of clusters chosen in a given cluster analysis has a clearly negative impact on the remaining error ratio for technical reasons. A smaller number of clusters increases the sum of squares within groups, while the overall sum of squares remains constant. However, additional heterogeneity resulting from a higher number of objects or variables may lead to an increasing or even decreasing remaining error ratio, depending on the percentage increase in the sum of squares within groups in relation to the percentage increase of the sum of squares total.
In a cross-section of empirical studies, the consequences of higher heterogeneity for the remaining error ratio are generally unclear. Even the technical dependency between the number of clusters chosen and the heterogeneity measures at the individual level does not necessarily hold true in a cross-section of studies. In extreme cases, the opposite correlation is even possible. An example is given in Figure Therefore, in our study we will carry out an exploratory analysis of the empirical relationships between study characteristics and the remaining error ratio.
We include another factor which should impact the remaining error ratio at the aggregate level, namely the clustering method. The better the algorithm used to assign objects to clusters, the lower the clusters' remaining error, all other things being equal. Most studies employ techniques which are classified either as hierarchical methods or as iterative partitioning methods. Every hierarchical method "suffers from the defect that it can never repair what was done in previous steps" (Kaufman and Rousseeuw 1990) , that is, the assignment of elements to clusters cannot be undone. On the other hand, iterative partitioning methods can reassign elements to clusters, meaning that improvements can be expected over the solutions found by hierarchical methods. However, the evidence is somewhat mixed. Punj and Stewart (1983) recommend the use of iterative partitioning methods as a means of improving solutions from hierarchical methods, whereas Scheibler and Schneider (1985) find that iterative partitioning methods might even lead to inferior solutions. The sensitivity of iterative partitioning methods to unpropitious start partitions is generally conceded, although this is less of a concern in light of increasing computing power, which makes solutions based on a multitude of random start partitions a standard practice.
METHOD
Sample
We employed several methods in our search. First, we searched for peer-reviewed articles in ABI/Inform that used the term "cluster analysis" in their full text. We obtained 1,588 hits, after which we checked each article to determine whether cluster analyses were actually performed (and not only described or refined, for example) and whether the remaining error ratio or at least information that allowed us to compute the remaining error ratio was cluster analysis, but only in 6 articles (not identified in the online search process) was it possible to determine the remaining error ratio for the number of clusters using the information given. Third, we contacted the authors of 25 recent articles (identified via ABI/Inform) in which cluster analyses were applied but no information on remaining withincluster heterogeneity was provided. We asked them about the remaining error ratio and received 10 answers, but only 2 were able to provide the information needed.
When pooled, our sample therefore consists of 31 articles. This sample includes only a very small fraction of the cluster analyses published, let alone the cluster analyses conducted. This constitutes an initial finding in its own right: information on remaining heterogeneity in cluster analyses is hardly disclosed. Aside from this, the question arises what potential biases result from this limitation.
We see three possible reasons for not revealing information on remaining withincluster heterogeneity: (1) editorial demand for relatively short papers reduces the likelihood that methodological details such as dendrograms (which indirectly allow a computation of the information) are published; (2) researchers and/or editors and/or referees are not aware of the fact that this information is important or do not know how to obtain it; and (3) studies where very high remaining within-cluster heterogeneity is revealed might be rejected by referees (publication bias) (Armstrong 1982) . Only the last reason would indicate a bias regarding the level of remaining within-cluster error. This bias, however, would give conclusions based on our sample a conservative nature: the true level of remaining within-cluster heterogeneity would even be underestimated. The first two reasons would be neutral.
In our view, there is some evidence that the first two reasons (editorial space limitations and unawareness of the importance) have the most important impact. A typical reaction of the researchers we contacted was "Frankly, I was not aware of this measure, but I can certainly see its utility" (associate professor at a US business school). From this we conclude that the bias regarding typical levels of remaining within-cluster heterogeneity is relatively small and conservative in nature.
Where more than one clustering algorithm is applied to the same data set in a specific article, only the cluster solution with the lowest remaining error ratio is used in the following meta-analysis (which also highlights the conservative nature of our sample). Hence, we assign the same weight to each article found and do not overvalue studies where many clustering algorithms are compared. There is one exception to this rule: One article compares a non-overlapping method and an overlapping procedure with several fuzzy clustering algorithms. As fuzzy clusters are not a standard procedure in empirical work, we use the nonfuzzy solution with the lowest remaining error ratio in our analysis. As another article clusters two completely different data sets, we finally included 32 cluster solutions from 31 studies in the meta-analysis.
Computation of Remaining Error Ratio
The absolute measure "remaining within-cluster heterogeneity" cannot be compared meaningfully among various studies for four reasons: (1) The number of elements to be grouped is different. (2) The number of variables forming the data basis for the cluster analyses is different. (3) The variables are measured on different scales. (4) The raw data are sometimes standardised before the proximity measure is computed. Therefore, we analyse the remaining error ratio, which is a normalised measure.
The remaining error ratio is hardly ever disclosed in academic publications. If it is revealed at all, there is no standard nomenclature. In several articles, the explained variance, RS, is explicitly published. However, according to the authors' line of argumentation, the corresponding value appears under several different denotations, including "explained variance", "VAF: variance accounted for", "cumulative reduction in error", or "percent reduction in within-group sum of squares". If RS is known, the remaining error ratio 1 -RS can be determined easily. In all other circumstances, the remaining error ratio has to be computed from other information given in the respective article. Three cases arose:
Calculation of 1 -RS from the dendrogram, from the scree plot, and from the ratio SSW/SSB.
•
Computation of Remaining Error Ratio from the Dendrogram
The dendrogram is a tree-like visual representation of the clustering process in a hierarchical clustering procedure. The formation of groups takes place at different values of some heterogeneity measure. In the last step of the accompanying (agglomerative) hierarchical clustering procedure, all elements form one cluster. This situation reflects the maximum heterogeneity within clusters, and the value of the heterogeneity measure coincides with the sum of squares total, SST. The heterogeneity value for a specific cluster solution denotes the remaining within-cluster heterogeneity, SSW. Hence, 1 -RS = SSW/SST can easily be calculated from the dendrogram. As we compute the remaining error ratio, rescaled representations of the dendrogram do not affect the measure in question.
Computation of Remaining Error Ratio from the Scree Plot
With the information given in the dendrogram, a scree diagram can be plotted. The scree plot (among other possibilities) allows us to determine the number of clusters in the solution.
Again, the heterogeneity value for the one-cluster solution indicates the sum of squares total.
The heterogeneity value for the chosen cluster solution gives us the remaining within-cluster heterogeneity, and we can obtain the remaining error ratio with these two pieces of information.
• 
Computation of Remaining Error Ratio from the ratio SSW/SSB
DESCRIPTIVE FINDINGS AND DEPENDENCE ANALYSIS
Descriptive Findings
One preliminary analysis result mentioned above is that information on remaining withincluster heterogeneity is hardly supplied in published cluster analyses. Only few published academic applications employing clustering methods revealed information which allowed us to calculate the remaining error ratio in the respective cluster solution. Obviously, little attention is paid to this aspect.
The descriptive findings are displayed in Table 1 . As our goal is to indicate a potential problem with cluster analysis in general instead of discussing the properties of specific studies, we refrain from identifying the studies. 2 First of all, we can observe great variety in the number of elements to be grouped (ranging from 13 to 1041) and in the variables (ranging from 1 to 93), but not in the number of clusters. The range of clusters identified is relatively small (3 to 10) and the number of clusters is low on average (5.2). It may be that the number of clusters is habitually chosen as Babinec (2002) suggested. Possibly, there is some feeling of uncertainty on the scholars' side (see e.g. the broad discussion on this issue by Koehly et al. 2001) , which prevents them from coming up with an "exotic" number of clusters.
Most importantly, we see that the magnitude of remaining error ratio is considerable (39% on average). Almost two fifths of the elements' heterogeneity is not captured in the cluster solutions chosen. Once again, the variance is high: In the extreme case, the clusters in one study leave 84% of the variation in data unexplained. 
Dependence Analysis
The impact of research design characteristics on the magnitude of remaining error ratios is studied within a regression framework. The criterion used in regression analysis is the remaining error ratio of the original study, and the regressors are the number of clusters, the number of elements, the number of variables, and the type of cluster method used. As the number of elements and the number of variables are highly skewed, we employ logtransformations in order to fulfill the assumptions of a linear regression model more effectively.
As it is not possible to cover the natural heterogeneity inherent in the cross-section as an impacting factor, we did not expect a high percentage of explained variation in this criterion. Nevertheless, a relatively high R² value of 0.56 is achieved ( Table 2 ). The Fstatistic (with 4 and 27 degrees of freedom) is 8.5, with a p-value < 0.01.
The analysis shows that the number of clusters has a negative impact on the remaining error ratio, while the number of elements and the number of variables have a positive influence on the remaining error ratio (significant at the 1% level). Clustering solutions based on iterative partitioning methods result in a lower remaining error ratio than solutions based on hierarchical methods (significant at the 5% level). Our data set is limited in size and could raise concerns regarding the robustness of statistical inference. In order to address possible concerns in a structured way, we carried out a bootstrap analysis of the regression model. By applying a jackknife-after-bootstrap procedure (Davison and Hinkley 1997; Efron 1992; Efron and Tibshirani 1993) , we were able to assess the influence of individual entries in the data set. As a result of this analysis, we find that the significance of the number of clusters, the number of elements, and the number of variables does not depend on any single observation in the data set. In contrast, a jackknifeafter-bootstrap diagnostic plot (see Figure 2) indicates that the significance of the type of cluster method at the 5% confidence level does indeed depend on the presence of individual studies in the data set. In summary, we consider the evidence for the first three variables robust. Evidence for the last variable exists in the context of our linear model, but it is insufficient to consider this finding an empirical generalisation. The 95% confidence interval contains zero if observation 6 is excluded -the effect would not be significant any longer.
INDEX OF CLUSTERING APPROPRIATENESS
Motivation and Definition
In the previous section, we found robust evidence indicating that study design effects have an impact on the remaining error ratio, thus making direct comparisons of this normalised measure difficult. Hence, we are interested in more advanced measures that assess remaining within-cluster heterogeneity and take design effects into account (cf. Sarle 1983) . Such measures will, following the terminology of, e.g., Davies and Bouldin (1979) , indicate the appropriateness of a clustering solution. Yet, appropriateness should not only be seen in terms of finding the proper number of clusters, but must also question whether the data can be reasonably clustered at all. The basic idea is to evaluate the goodness-of-fit of a clustering solution relative to the goodness-of-fit that would result if the data input to the clustering process did not contain systematic groups at all. Therefore, a direct measure of heterogeneity for a specific study is compared with its mean value in simulated random data having the same design characteristics (number of elements, number of variables, and number of clusters).
In order to motivate our understanding of the least possible degree of grouping in the data, we revert to the concept of entropy. Entropy describes the degree of randomness, or uncertainty, in a random variable. Therefore, the higher the entropy of the distribution used to simulate values for the individual variables is, the lower the amount of prior information built into that distribution will be (cf. Cover and Thomas 2006) . Among the continuous distributions with finite support over an interval [a,b] , the continuous uniform distribution is the maximum-entropy distribution, which is in line with the goal of having no systematic grouping in the data. Resembling standardised variables, the distance matrix is filled with uniform random deviates from the interval [0,1], making every realisation of the variables in the distance matrix equally probable. Any clusters found in the clustering procedure employed are therefore mere artefacts, which can be expected to average out across repeated simulation experiments.
Using explained variation, RS, as the direct measure of heterogeneity, the Index of Specified in this form, the Index of Clustering Appropriateness is related to the Cubic Clustering Criterion. It compares the explanation of heterogeneity in a given study to the explanation of random heterogeneity and ranges from 0 to ∞. Any empirical clustering result should, on average, explain more heterogeneity than the random experiments do.
Accordingly, an ICA >> 1 means that the original data is distributed like families on a beach:
there are "nests" that would hardly occur in a random distribution. An ICA < 1 means that the objects are equally distributed like individuals in a crowded elevator: the minimum distance between the elements is maximised (Figure 3 ).
Figure 3: Clustering Appropriateness
Simulation
A Monte Carlo simulation of the remaining error ratio is conducted for each of the studies in Table 2 . The dimension of the simulated input matrix for the clustering process is given by the number of elements and number of variables in the corresponding study. Furthermore, the number of resulting clusters equals that of the original study. As outlined, uniform random deviates are used to populate the distance matrix. For the generation of random numbers, we followed the recommendations of Ripley (1987) and Fishman (1996) in order to prevent problems that could arise from choosing an inappropriate random number generator.
In order to calculate clustering solutions, we employ the K-means method (Hartigan and Wong 1979) on the basis of squared Euclidean distances. This method belongs to the family of iterative partitioning algorithms and is routinely used to improve preliminary solutions based on hierarchical methods (Punj and Stewart 1983) . Given a sufficient number of random start partitions, the ability to reassign elements to clusters should enable this • "Individuals in an elevator" distribution • no "nests" in data, very high remaining within-cluster heterogeneity • cluster solutions are potentially delusive method to bring out the best in the random data, meaning that one could expect the resulting remaining error ratio to be lower than the one resulting from hierarchical methods (in fact, for the scenarios in our simulation, K-means was found to yield consistently equal or better results than Ward's method).
For each study, 1,000 replications of the simulation experiment were carried out on a UNIX cluster. Within each replication, 1,000 random start partitions were generated, and the solution with the minimum sum of squares within groups was used. The resulting remaining error ratio was then averaged across replications. The corresponding means of remaining error ratios are listed in Table 3 and can be compared to the values of the original studies.
On average, the studies included in our analysis have an ICA of 2.0 (Table 3) . The median value of 1.4 indicates that this result must in part be attributed to outliers with high ICA values. Four of the studies have an ICA of less than 1, and another nine studies do not even achieve an ICA of 1.3. This indicates that the elements in those studies have no clear tendency to cluster beyond pure chance. Clearly we will observe a high ICA if the remaining error ratio in the simulation experiment is extremely high. Upon close inspection of Table 2 , it appears that high remaining errors in the simulation coincide with a large number of elements to be classified. For example, omitting the two studies with more than 1,000 elements (Publications 4 and 25) reduces the mean ICA to 1.5. 
Classification Scheme
When applying the Index of Clustering Appropriateness, the question remains as to which levels a researcher should consider inappropriate, adequate, good or even excellent.
Thresholds for such measures are often somewhat arbitrary. Peterson (1994) , for instance, provides a survey of recommendations for acceptable reliability levels of Cronbach's Coefficient Alpha. The recommended levels differ by author and research purpose, and recommendations may change over time (notably, Nunally increased the minimum acceptable reliability for preliminary research from a range of 0.5 to 0.6 in the 1967 edition of Psychometric Theory to 0.7 in the 1978 edition). Kaiser and Rice (1974) discuss levels of Kaiser's (1970) Measure of Sampling Adequacy. While they can formally motivate a lower boundary of 0.5, below that factor analysis should not be applied, the classification of higher values stems from "numerical experience" and "subjective appraisal".
For the Index of Clustering Appropriateness, the situation is comparable. A lower boundary for this measure can be identified: values of less than 1.0 result from situations where a cluster method achieves less of a reduction in heterogeneity than what could be expected if random data had been clustered. Such solutions should generally be considered inadequate. Above this value, acceptable levels of remaining error depend on the consequences of the (potentially flawed) decision based on the assumed homogeneity of clusters and will vary from study to study. Besides that, the number of elements seems to have a leveraging effect on this measure. Therefore, a systematic analysis of indices based on a variety of heterogeneity measures could reveal further insights. Considering the boundary of 1.0 in the case of the ICA as well as the results for both ICA and the remaining error ratio from our meta-analysis (see Table 3 ), we propose a preliminary classification scheme for either measure in Table 4 . 
DISCUSSION
Contribution and Implications
In our meta-analysis we found that in scholarly research little attention is devoted to the remaining within-cluster heterogeneity of cluster solutions. This important information is revealed only in a few dozen studies among more than a thousand that we analysed. In the relatively small number of cases that either directly showed this information or included data that allowed us to calculate it ex post, the average remaining error ratio of almost 40% appears substantial. In some cases the appropriateness of a cluster solution is questionable because our simulation showed that the reduction in heterogeneity achieved is lower than what could be expected if random data had been clustered. It is potentially misleading to identify such "clusters" and implicitly treat them as a homogeneous entity. Our dependency analysis showed that situations of (potentially problematic) high levels of remaining error ratio arise systematically in situations where the number of elements and the number of variables are high, hierarchical clustering methods are employed, and the number of resulting clusters is low.
On this basis, we conclude that there is a lack of awareness among researchers regarding this "dark side" of cluster analysis. It is all too easy to reduce a multitude of very different elements to a few clusters, which are then treated as homogeneous entities. A number of exploratory interviews give rise to the apprehension that awareness among practitioners is even lower (see also Kalafatis and Cheston 1997 for some evidence of a scholar vs. practitioner gap in the use of segmentation methods).
Potentially grave consequences can arise if researchers themselves or the users of the segmentation information are unaware of the degree of simplifications actually involved.
Consider the example of a company pursuing a new product development project. The market research department segments customers based on psychographic data, finding indication that there "are" five (seemingly homogeneous) clusters of customers in the market. Ensuing decisions on targeting, new product development, and communication strategy are tailored to the average needs and preferences in these clusters. If, however, the segments are not as homogeneous as assumed by the company because remaining within-cluster heterogeneity is high, this brings about the concrete risk that the new product may not be responsive to the needs of most members of the targeted segment. Marketing decisions building on the segmentation information might be flawed from the outset.
In the light of the findings of our meta-analysis, the concerns of several authors (e.g., Dibb and Stern 1995; Lilien and Rangaswamy 2003; Moutinho 2000) are reinforced: caution is necessary when building on the results of cluster analysis. As we have demonstrated, this concern is unlikely to have received sufficient attention in empirical applications in the past.
Information on remaining within-cluster heterogeneity should be given as standard information in every cluster solution, comparable to R² in regression analysis or the GFI in structural equation models. As measures we suggest reporting the remaining error ratio as well as the Index of Clustering Appropriateness (ICA), but also other measures that evaluate the remaining within-cluster heterogeneity are conceivable. Defining the ICA in terms of explained variation of a clustering solution is a reasonable approach, because the conceptual closeness to R² statistics is obvious and eases the interpretation. Yet, as previously discussed this is only one means of assessing "improvement over random". Our analysis outlines how such information can be calculated. In order to allow for an easy assessment of empirically achieved values, we have developed a preliminary classification scheme that offers a quick check whether conclusions based on the segmentation are well-grounded or not. Of course it remains the researcher's duty to examine each case independently and decide in how far a high remaining error ratio or a low clustering appropriateness can be tolerated in the specific situation. The graver the consequences of a wrong assignment, the more important it is to aim for good ICA and remaining heterogeneity.
Currently, information on remaining within-cluster heterogeneity is not available in several statistics packages such as the widespread program SPSS. While the remaining error ratio can be computed from the output of these packages by the means we previously discussed with reasonable effort, more advanced, simulation based measures are not as easily obtained. Particularly applied researchers and practitioners would benefit largely if software developers implement such information in future releases.
Limitations
Our study bears some limitations that also constitute opportunities for future research.
The cluster algorithms discussed here have the implicit assumption that clusters take the shape of cohesive hyperspheres. In accordance, our operationalisation of heterogeneity in terms of sum of squares builds on the deviation from the cluster centres. Yet, other forms of clusters, e.g. non-cohesive isolated ones ("belt-shaped"), have been discussed in the literature (cf. Gordon 1999) . While, e.g., single-linkage clustering can recover such clusters, the deviation from a cluster centre is not meaningful for such data. However, it is not clear to what extent such cluster shapes are relevant in marketing applications.
As discussed above, our classification scheme cannot claim to be more than a preliminary suggestion. Indices of Clustering Appropriateness defined in terms of alternative measures may exhibit different leverages with respect to research design characteristics, and only the value of 1.0 is a constant benchmark.
Finally, it can be criticised that the number of studies in our meta-analysis is relatively small. However, this only reflects the problem we are pointing to: there is low awareness among researchers that information on remaining heterogeneity of cluster solutions is valuable. If this article is successful in contributing to an increase of awareness regarding this aspect, it should be easier for future meta-analyses to achieve higher sample sizes.
